[Registry and studies of the German Competence Network on Atrial Fibrillation (AFNET)].
The German Competence Network on Atrial Fibrillation (AFNET) is a national interdisciplinary research network funded by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF). AFNET was initiated in 2003 and aims at improving treatment of atrial fibrillation (AF), the most frequent sustained cardiac arrhythmia. AFNET has established a nationwide patient registry on diagnostics, therapy, course and complications of AF in Germany. The data analyzed to date demonstrate that patients with AF are likely to have multiple co-morbidities, such as hypertension, valvular heart disease, coronary artery disease, diabetes mellitus and advanced age. Oral anticoagulation is provided to the majority of patients in accordance with the recommendations given by guidelines. Further areas of research deal with the optimal duration of antiarrhythmic therapy following electrical cardioversion of atrial fibrillation and the value of strategies to prevent arrhythmogenic changes, such as fibrosis in the atria, for prevention of further episodes of atrial fibrillation. Additional registry projects were established for patients with catheter-based interventional therapy of atrial fibrillation and surgical ablation to define success, complications and long term results of these recently developed procedures more clearly. Data and insights gathered from these projects were used to further develop standards of care in two international conferences.